
 

 

   
 

Avalara Tax Research Essentials for Accountants 

 
 Get tax right with quick and clear answers 

 

Avalara Tax Research (formerly known as TTR) allows accounting firms 

and state and local tax practitioners to get tax right for their clients 

with comprehensive, up-to-date, and relevant sales and use tax 

research. The insights are easy to search, understand, and reference, 

giving finance and tax professionals peace of mind. 

Intuitive self-service research tools and the industry’s most robust tax 

Q&A database are managed and continually updated by Avalara tax 

researchers. These tools enable firms to reduce time searching and 

interpreting government websites, while improving client response 

time, enabling client compliance, and supporting audit defense.  

Avalara Tax Research Essentials for Accountants is a self-service tool 

for sales tax research, answers, and insights. It includes modules 

covering TaxLaws, TaxRates, TaxExplanations, and TaxCharts. 

Avalara Tax Research Standard for Accountants provides all the 

above, plus the ability to send specific tax questions to the Avalara tax 

research team and additional modules, including: TaxAnswers, 

TaxHistory and TaxDecision guided checklists. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Get tax right with comprehensive 

up-to-date research 

• Knowledge base is regularly 

maintained and supported by 

citations to relevant statutes and 

legislation 

• Detailed information is organized 

by industry according to what 

businesses sell and buy, matching 

real-life scenarios 

 

Save time with easy-to-find and 
understand research 
 

• Plain language explanations for 

complex tax legislation presented 

by item, industry, and state 

• Advanced search filters and 

suggested search terms 

• Items are organized with a defined, 

consistent taxonomy 
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Learn more at avalara.com  

Contact us for a demo and consultation. 

 Tax Research 
Essentials for 
Accountants 

Tax Research 
Standard for 
Accountants 

Searchable and savable research of up-to-date tax laws. Y Y 

Coverage of all 50 states and the District of Columbia. Y Y 

U.S. map of states highlighted by type of tax law changes over a 
configurable period. 

Y Y 

Advanced search with robust filters and suggested terms. Y Y 

Email notifications of tax updates and news, configured by delivery 
frequency and states and industries of interest. 

Y Y 

Ability to save items of interest and email to others. Y Y 

Audit defense support. Y Y 

Sales and use tax rates by city, state, county, and ZIP code. Y Y 

Simplified descriptions of what tax laws mean. Y Y 

Taxability chart per item across states that can be easily created, 

exported, and shared. 

Y Y 

Straightforward Yes/No answers to questions about whether an item is 
taxable. 

 Y 

History of tax laws and answers for an item.  Y 

Decision trees users can reference for construction, drop shipment, 
government contractor, and software maintenance taxability. 

 Y 

Unlimited access to Q&A database and ability to submit questions to 
tax researchers who respond promptly. 

 Y 

Roof-top level sales and use tax rates accounting for geographic 
boundaries of states, counties, cities, and special districts. 

 Y 

 

 

 

 

 

Who is Avalara? 

We're a team of tax experts and technologists behind one solution for your accounting firm. We live and breathe 

sales tax and license compliance. We help firms confidently and efficiently provide compliance services to their 

clients. 

From independent operators to midsize businesses and Fortune 100 companies, more than 30,000 customers choose 

Avalara for tax compliance tools scaled to their needs. You'll find Avalara all around the world helping businesses 

prepare for growth in the global market.  


